GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA
RESOLUTION No 1656 - A
of November 30, 2006

Approving the List of Services
Rendered by the National Operator of Postal Communication

In accordance with Article 6.1 of the RA Law on Postal Communication, the Government of the Republic of Armenia hereby resolves to:

1. Establish the list of eligible activities performed by the national operator of postal communication, as a payment and settlement organization, in accordance with the Annex hereto;

2. The national operator of postal communication can perform the activities, which require licensing in accordance with the law, only subject to a respective license granted.

A.MARGARYAN

PRIME MINISTER
REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA

November 30, 2006
Yerevan
LIST of Eligible Services to Rendered by the National Operator of Postal Communication

1. Insurance intermediation (agent)
2. Data communication and internet services
3. Telegram, telegraph
4. Secure cash logistics and transportation
5. E-commerce and servicing
6. Banking and financial transactions (representative)
7. Remittances
8. Technical maintenance and repair of own vehicles
9. Property renting
10. Retail and wholesale trading, import and export of goods
11. Printing services
12. Production of stamps
13. Production and realization of mailing boxes (post boxes, safes, parcel boxes)
14. Advertisement
15. Lottery (organizing)
16. Telecom agency activities
17. Information agency services
18. Catalogue business
19. Logistics
20. Trainings

M.TOPUZYAN

Minister-Chief of RA Government Staff